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OCI No. 1469/74
CENTRAL lNTELLl~ENCE AGENCY
Directorate of Intelligence
July 16, 1974
INTELLIGENCE MEMORANDUM

The Cyprus Coup: Im~lications
For The Aegean D~spute
The Cyprus coup came during a lull in the Aegean dispute~
Both sides appeared to.be awaiting developments from the Law
of the Sea Conference which opened in ca~acas toward the end
of June 1974 before deciding on their riext move~ to resolve
their dispute over sovereignty and o\vnership of potential
minerals.in the bed of the Aegean Sea. By the end of June
the initial confrontation over the Aegean had ·reached an
imp~sse.
Both parties continueq to hold their original positions: . the Turks seeking formal negotiations ov·er the disputed area,· the Greeks c'!aiming that even to accede to negotiations would derogate from their sovereignty •
..Q
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Genesis of the Dispute·

The Aegean dispute. is only a recent man.ifestation of the
centuries of latent hostility reflected in the last 50 years
in Greek-Turkish conflict over the treatment of respective
minorities and over the status of Cyprus. It reflects the
~ particular mistrust existing between the new thinly-veiled
·
~
lmiLitary government in Athens (formed in November 1973) and
Q;~
the precariously balanced civilian coalition.in Ankara (fo~med
1 ::i · in January 1974} ..
··
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~he Ioannidis gov,arnment in Athens from the start has .
been narrowly nationalistic and parochial in its.views~ It
has been more firm in asserting its rights against Turkey than
was the previous Papadopoulos reg~e and has been more adventurous in dealing with regional issues. Like many Greek officers who have served on Cyprus, Ioannidis has a special
interest in the island's fate. He is a determined foe of
E\i10RI/CDB
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President l:lakarios and has an exaggerated viet'/ of the Communist threat on Cyprus. ·He regarded l-lakarios• efforts to·
remove Greek officers from the National Guard, the major
military formation on the island, as a direct challenge. rt·
was this confrontation which triggered the move to oust
lwlakar ios.
The for.mation of the Ecevit coalition government in
Turkey in January·l974 also added momentum to the rise of
tension in Greek-Turkish relation·s. While Ecevit has litt.I.e.
in his background to suggest particular animosity toward Greeks
~nd has publicly renounced aggressive intent, the weakness of
his coalition regime and his inexperience in government leadership may have ·given more scope to popular nationalist suspicions of Greece. In any event, the coalition government protocol committed him to pursue the exploitation of offshore
·
mineral resources and to accelerate-prospecting for basic
energy resources. In addition, his initial government po~icy
proclamation endorsing a federated state in Cyprus contradicted earlier assurances that the Turk1sh were not seeking
a ••federal" solution and that they accepted the princip~e of
a "unitary•• Cyprus. Ecevit' s statement, therefore, was read
in Greece as provocative.
'
· It was the discovery of oil·, ·however·, that triggered the.
Aegean crisis. Conflicting clatms to the seabed are longstanding, but·this. controversy d~d not gain s~ious dimensions.
until early in 1974 after oil was found in what promised to
be substantial quantities off the Greek island of Thassos in
the northern Aegean. The seabed here is undisputedly Greek~
but the presence ·of oil suggested that. the Aegean "might overlie other significant deposits. The Turks have long been
frustrated by seeing v·aluable oil reserves discovered: near
their borders (in lands formerly part of the Ottoman·Empire),
while Turkey has had only minor success in finding oil in
commercial quantities within its own boundaries. The Turks
granted concessions to the Turkish Petroleum Monopoly; and in
order to press its claim to the Anatolian shelf, the Ankara
government in February 1974 sent Athens a note formally asserting sovereignty over the seabed up to the 100 fathom line, notwithstanding that the area in question lay to the west of
numberpus Greek islands that line the Aegean coast of Turkey.
And the Turks asked for negotiations to delimit the continental
shelf.
2
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Greek and Turkish Positions
The Greek Government regarded the Turkish request for
talks on this matter as a challenge to Greek sovere"ignty.
Athens maintained that even to agree to nego·tiate would be
tantamount to admitting that Ankara's position had some
validity. Hence, the Greek regime delayed answering the
Turkish demarche. Greek contingency plans for military
action against Turkey were dusted off; some troops were
moved to the islands off the Turkish coast, and in general ..
the Athens regime took steps to prepare to defend its claimed
rights by force if 'it should deem necessary. At the same
.
time, informally, the Greeks sought to enlist US backing for
their position. And on Hay 24 Athens .finally replied to
the Turks in an ambiguous fashion, hinting that it might
entertain some sort Of preliminary discussions, though not
agreeing to formal negotiations. A subsequent note on June
14 reaffirmed the basic Greek position~ ·
·
Greece has for some time indicated an intention to ext~Q
its territorial waters from the present six miles to 12. ·
Since such a move would apply to its many islands, it would
effectively transform the Aegean into a Greek lake·. Athens
is not likely to act before the Law·...of the Sea Conference in.
Caracas.has considered the question of territorial waters,
a unilateral extension by Greece would be viewed by Ankara as
a serious challenge to its claimed rights in the area. And
an extension to 12 miles vlithout a blanket grant of right of
innocent passage for warships of all nations. l'TOUld embroil
Greece v1ith the USSR in particular as well.
The Turks throughout have sought to force ~thens to
to negotiations over the status of the disputed seabed.
April, the Ankara Government publicized its decision to permit oil exploration in the seabed west of the Island of Lesbo
When this announcement failed to induce the Greeks to negotia
the Turks increased the state of readiness of their forces_
ln June, they sent a Turkish hydrographic vessel into the
Aegean for a brief survey of the area in question, accompani
by Turkish naval units, some of which were on route to participate in the bilateral NATO exercise "Good Friendship."
move was calculated to demonstrate Turkish· determination
press for Ankara's alleged undersea rights.
3
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Whi1e.these Turkish tactics contributed to the ~ncrease
in tension:St they have not accomplished the aim of securing
full-scale negotiations. Ioannidis, although viewing the
Turkish actions as provocative, decided to ignor~ the Turkish
hydrographic vessel ahd has assured the US that he wou1d not
consider military response unless and until actual oil drilling began. Athens cites the precedent of having tolerated
Soviet surveyi
· ·
Greek sea
:5Xl

The Greeks are re1ying on

-:;:w:;:h:-:a:-:;t;:-:t~hi:":e:::y:-::r:-:e~g=a==r~a....-:a:-::s:::-a:::--::::s"l:t:o::r:-:o::o::n:-:g=-,..e~g:-:a~case; improving their mili.-

tary readiness but avoiding action that t-rou1d provoke the
Turks .
. This impasse \·1as not broken by_high:-7level diplomatic
contacts between Greece and Turkey in mid-June-.. The respective
for~ign ministers discussed the problem at the NATO meeting .
in Ottawa. There the Greeks rejected Turkish proposals to
create .a special negotiating forum to deal with this issueAthens was willing to consider the Aegean prob~em only within
the frarne\o:ork of normal: diplomatic int~rchange. . Moreover,
the Greeks continued to~refuse to admit that the Turkish case··
had any merit. This contact ended \'lith both sides reserV-ing
the right to assert their positions'by other means_
Presently the parties are awaiting the outcom~ of legal
discussions at the Law of the Sea Conference now underway in
Caracas. Athens had from the start wished to hav~ in harid
the results of this Conference before consiqeri~g substantive
negotiations ~;ith the Turks in hopes that the general pri u...:-'-1:-'·....-=·....
work~d out here wou~d bo~ster the Greek case.
The Turks too
hope that they can gain international acceptance of'their ·
position that the Aegean Sea is a special case in which a med·
line for seabed exploitation must-be drawn by mutual agreement
of th~ parties at issue.
The present dispute promises to be stubborn. Even if negotiations were to begin, the issues would not yield' easily to
satisfactory solution. The controversy is likely to be prolonged at least in part because it will be particularly difficult fer the Turks to force the pace of mineral exploration.
The amount of actual exploratory activity that the Turks can
4
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perform is extremely lL~ited. Oil drilling rigs are in short
supply· and are already co:'~rn.itted to drill else\'lhere. Moreover,..
as long as the area remains in dispute, oil companies will be
um<~illi:ng to make available the oil rigs necessary for actual
drilling. Thus the issue of delimiting the continental shelf
boundary and of oil exploration in this disputed-area is likeLy
to drag on, carrying viith it potential for further damage to·
the NATO alliance.
The Likelihood of Ar.ned Conflict*
Although these moves and countermoves could touch off a~
arn\ed conflict, nei the.:r- Greece nor Turkey has been actively
see~ing to trigger hostilities \•lith the. other.
The lt;!adership
in both count:r:,ies is a\•:are of the far-reaching implications
of military conflict beb-Teen NATO members. .Both states would·
like to be less dependent on the US, but still.regard their
relations \-lith the US as the centra~face:t of NATO membership
and of their defense strategy. From past experience in crises.
over Cyprus·they fear dislocation of this relationship if war
should break out. ~·;hat pressures emanate from the respective
military establishments to have recourse to arms have not
reached proportions so far that would lead the decision-making
levels deliberately to initiate armed ~onflict.
While deliberately initiated war seems unlikely in the
near future, some sort of armed clash or incident remains possible·. Greek and Turkish naval units in the disputed area cou.ld
through some miscalculation exchange fire. With present inflamed tempers, other incidents (say over 'fishing .rights) could.
lead to a localized en9agement. Should. Athens upilaterally
declare a 12 mile territorial limit, the danger of incident
would increase. But even in these cases, it seems. likely that
Athens and Ankara T~rould seek--undoubteQ.ly through. US mediationto prevent larger-scale conflict.
*At aqnex see the l.nteragency memorandu...rn "The Likelihood of
Conflict :Between Greece and Turkey" dated 21 June 1974 for a
detailed discussion of the balance of forces, the impact on·
other countries of Greek-Turkish hostilities, and other
related matters.
5
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Should major interco:mrLtunal fighting break out on Cyprus
should 'the regime of Nicos Sampson declare u~ion of Cyprus
with Greece, i.e., enosis, the danger of Greek-Turkish hostiliti ·~s ·in the Aegean would rise significantly. l'he Turks
would be under strong pressure to intervene on Cyprus. Even
though the Ecevit government in Ankara would not want to become thus involved, it is precariously balanced, hence·would
find it difficult not to be responsive to the national mood ..
Popular feeling on the Cyprus issue is easily inflamed ih
. both Greece and Turkey, and the Turkish military establishment
· ·'· h.::t.:.. in the past been·mdre hawkish. than Turkish civilians. ·
. ·-.i'ltuuqil a Turkish military move in the first instance v10uld be:
··±ocused. on Cyprus, once the Turks entered the fighting, con.· · r.::~c t might spread to the Aegean.
~r.

...

Implications

f~r

the Aegean

Disput~

..

Besides increasing the likelihood of Greek-Turkish conflict i.n both Cyprus and the Aegean, the Cyprus coup '\'Till in·
any event affect the course of the Aegean dispute. It is
already adding to the general tension and mistrust between
Athens and Ankara. The·. Turks do not a....ccept tp.e claim that
Greece was not involved! in the effort to overthrow Makarios.
·Atikara is particularly upset by the appointment of Nicos
.
sampson as President. Sampson is well known to the Turks as·
a foe and as an avowed exponent of union with Greece. Thus·
particularly when they begin to r~assess developments in Cypru.sr
· the Turkish leaders are likely to scent an underhanded attempt
by Athens to consumate enosis to the detriment of Ankara's ·
rights. This rising suspicion by the Turks against the !oannid
regime in Athens will undoubt~dly make resolution·of the Aegean
dispute all the ~ore difficult.
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Prospects for !oannidi.s and Possible

successors

-

· 1. The effect of the Cyprus coup on the fortunes
of Ioannidis ra~ains uncertain. On the one hand, the
Greek armed forces generally share Ioannidis' aislike pf.
~akarios, whom they have long regarded as the tool of the
leftist forces on Cyprus and ~·lhose regime they consider
just one step from communist ¢ontrol .of the~sland. And
in·some quarters of the military, the .success of the move
to oust Nakarios from Cyprus :may also increase respect .
for Ioannidis' efficienct ~~d competence. On the other .
hand, Ioannidis' failure to include a number of important
Greek military leaders in L~e coup decision-making process,
~~e fact that Makarios escaped death and may return at some.
future date, and ~he r~sks of Greek isolation on the issue
have undoubtedly le~~Ll~LJ~~~~~~~~--~------_.--1
t."le officer cor

25X1

Ioannidis 1 future •.-1ill depend in part on how the .
situation i:n. Cyprus evolves. Nh.ether.or not he has second
t.'l1oughts about nicos Sa::;:;pson as president, Ioannidis is
seen as responsible fo~ b~is appointment. Hence, if the
2.

Sa."'!l.pson regime should falter or appear to be loosing control,
·discontent v1ith Ioannidis '\vould rise in the Greek military.
l·!oreover, Ioannidis must also maintain a tight rein over
Sa~pson ·in order to satis=y the more intensely nationalistic
MORI/CDF3
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3. Foreign reaction to the Cyprus coup =auld also have
great impact on Ioannidis • ability to survive. Should Turkish military intervention in Cyprus take place, it would
unite the Gree.i< military and a good share of the populace
behind.the government~ But even in this case, Greece's inability to prevent partitio~ of the islarid might eventually
spur discontent with Ioannidis.
4. Another serious problem for Ioannidis.is the present intense internation~l isol~tion of t-is;regime. If this
should continue unabated, it might erode the confidence of
some officers in th~ government. Indeed, should world~ide
disapproval of his Cyprus policy lead to a break with arms
suppliers in the '"lest, particularly the us, Ioannidis' stock
\·ri th his milita_ry supporters might drop precipitously. His
position would also be affected by.internat±onal pressures
against Cyprus, such as continuing refusal of major states
to recognize the S~pson r~gime, for this would call into
question the success of-his Cyprus policy.

Possible Successors
5. There is rio obvious successor to Ioannidis, if his
fortunes turn sour. It still appears likely that his replacement would have t;o come· from. the military, s:i.nce the

armed forces wield the power in Greece. But in a situationwhere Ioannidis \-ras sufficiently discredited to be brought
do'tvn, there is an outside chance that some figure from the
Political war ld--fo:rmer Prime l.Uni::;ter Karamanlis i:::; the
obvious carldidate--might be brought in as a transitional
leader to a new regime. This alternative might become more
likely in the event that international intervention w·ere
mounted to oust Sampson, forcibly negating Ioannidis' poLicies and discrediting military rule even among the officer
corps •.
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6. Even in the more likely event of a military successor, however, it is not yet possible to specify whiCh
of the several long-existing factions would supply the replacement.
7 •. One group, 'tvhich tr'.ay have been disenchanted by· the
way the Cyprus coup was conducted is usually described as
~~e m?derates.
These officers--who probably form the silent
majority of the officer corps--have long been opposed to
the politicization.of the rilitary establishment and would
desire that the army return to its traditional role. This
element includes both junior and senior officers and is
influenced by forces outside the military who are discon~
tented with the regime. The extent of tneir support among
important military el~nents is uncertain. Should one of
this persuasion take po-;.;er, he might under some circumstances
·be inclined to permit a limited return to more normal constitutional procedure in Greece.
.
8. A replacement to Ioannidis might a1so come, however,
from the younger, revolutionary officers 'vho in general share
the narrow nationalistic vie~·7S espoused by the present junta ..
These elements :might be parti.cularly aroused if Ioannidis
were to acquiesce to pressure3 to remove the·Greek officers
from the Cypriot National Guard or othen-rise diminish the
Greek influence on the island. While these officers probably
'favor less Greek dependence on the West, they would probably
not greatly alter Greece's overall foreign policy, at least
as long a.s they could .. continue to acquire arms from NP..stero
sources. ,' Because this group, like the preceding one, is
amorphous and shifting in co~position, it is not possible
to determine how much of the armed forces these officers can
co:r.mtit. If they should· co::i.e to pm·1er, hov-;ever, they would
probably seek to sr.lvage as. far as possible the policies
follo-vred by Ioannidis, including a hard line tm·rard Cyprus
and Turkey.
'

9. Total disaster fro~ the Cyprus operation could also
lead to a scra"!tble for po~,..;er bet\ve·en dissidents from all segmen~s of the militarv.
And in this situation, there could
even be a succession-of military coups, plunging Greece into
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a period of great uncertainty. This outcome could lead to
shifts and turns in policies toward Turkey and Cyprus 1 although the attention-of the.contesting groups would prop~
.be focused in the first instance on their domestic seru~gle.
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SUBJECT:

Views of Glafkos Clerides

Inside eyprus
1. The political credentials of Glafkos Clerides
within the Greek cypriot community are impressive. As
president of the House of Deputies, he·was the constitutional successor to Halcarios. He is co-leader of the
center-right Unified Party which has the largest number
of seats in the House and is widely considered to be the
"establishment" party because of its close ties to the
business community_ He has also served as negotiator for
the Greek Cypriot side in the intercommunal talks since
their commencement in 1968.
·
2. A lawyer educated in Britain, Cler~des was aprominent participant in the first enosis campaign of the
1950's against the British. He became a close associate
of Makarios and soon assumed the role of "heir apparent. t•
Clerides' relationship with Makarios. began showing signs
of strain in 1969 following the President's suspicion of
-Clerides' political arr~i tion. Nhen, in February 19 69,
Clerides formed the Unified Party in cooperation with for.me
l·iinister oE Interior Polykarpos Georkatzis, 1-iakarios, who
disapproved of Clerides' association with Georkatzis, en~
couraged the formation of oL~er parties in order to counter~Y.
Clerides' party. This angered Clerides and contributed to '0
the deterioration of relations between him and Makarios~
MORI/CDF3 .
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3. Clerides was reelected President of the House in
July 1970. Merobers of his party urged him to run against
l·lakarios in the presidential elections of February 19 73
but he demurred.
4. Politically, Cle~ides sought to appeal to the
moderate elements of ~~e center; castigating on occasion
both the left and right and questioning the efficacy of ·
government policies. He has favored a more flexible position in the interco~unal talks, condemned both the violen.ce
of pro-enosis terrorists and that of government .force~, and
sought to play a moderating role· in the 1972 dispute betWeen
Athens and Nicosia as wel~ as in the most recent one whicn
led to Makarios 1 ·overthrow. His penchan"t::-for moderation
and compromise have earned him the distrust of both extreme
left and extreme right who consiaer his motives as opportunistic •.
5. Clerides has little support among the pro-enosis
elements on the island. He and Sampson hav~ been political
rivals since at least .. l969. It is unlikely that the present
rulers of. the island v1ould distinguish much between Makarios
and Clerides. They would therefore be likely to resist any
effort to impose Cleride~ though they might be receptive to
the appointment of a more respectable rightist with pro~osis
and anti-communist credentials.
In Athens
.

.

6. It is unlikely .that Clerides would be acceptabl.e to Ioannides as leader of the Greek Cypriots despite his
attempt to play a moderating role in the confrontation between
Athens and Makarios over the control of the Nation
d
and the role of the Greek officers attached t it'
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It may well be that Ioannidis
25X1
may be willing to bargain with
Ankara over his fate. This may account for the choice of
such a controver.sial figure to head the new regime., On the
other hand, the Athens.regime's insecurity may have led it
to choose Sampson because of his presumed malleability rather·.
than his · notoriety. In. that case Ioannidi.s would likely re.sist dumping him, unless.he is confronted with the ·possibility
of a ~urkish invasion and/or the complete diplomatic isola'tion of Athens and non-recognition of the Sampson regime.
~ expen able and

In Ankara
8.
Of all prominent members of the Greek Cypriot polit·ical elite, Ankara and the Turkish Cypriots would probably be
mos.t cornfQrtable with Clerides. More than the· others, he is
a known quantity since he is the only Greek Cypriot representative with whom they have had frequent if irregular contact through the intercommuncal talks. Clerides enjoys good
personal rela.tions with Rauf Denktash, the .Turkish Cypriot
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leader and negotiator. The Turks doubt.l·essly assume him
.to be sensitive to T~rkish Cypriot concerns. Moreover, he
is a moderate and an advocate of the "feasible." policy of
independence rather than the ."desirable" policy of enosis.
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